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Drawing out Implications
In the previous phases of this project, I explored the landscape of locationbased services in terms of signals and trends. This work was then used to
inform the creation of four scenarios that map out a framework of possibility
for the design patterns, user experience paradigms, and business models of
the location-based services integrated into games and social networks of the
future.
These scenarios explore possible future manifestations of trends already being
expressed today. The task at hand now is to evaluate the degree to which
current strategies towards game and software service development align with
the possible evolution and expression of these trends. Today's game
developers, like our industry partner on this project, Albedo Informatics, are
already investing heavily in the creation and integration of location-based
services into their products.
By contrasting the values and business ideas of today's game designers
against the values and conditions set in each of the four scenarios I have
created, we can begin to estimate the degree of "fit" (as Kees van der Heijden
presents the concept in his book Scenarios: The Art of the Strategic
Conversation) between today's strategies and 2017's possible realities.

Do the tools and values of game developers like Albedo
Informatics translate into appropriate strategies for possible
futures? If not, what portfolio or capability actions might
developers bet on today, in order to ensure relevance and
viability tomorrow?

Understanding the Business Idea
The business idea, as articulated by Kees van der Heijden in Scenarios: The Art
of the Strategic Conversation, is an "organization's mental model of the forces
behind its current and future success." (63)
A small independent game developer like Albedo Informatics derives a
significant number of its distinctive competencies from unformalized
institutional knowledge, originating from and maintained by key personnel like
the corporation's founder Robert K. Golding. The uniqueness of Albedo's
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knowledge in the game design and innovation space, as well as its desire to
vigorously pursue legal protection for this knowledge, combine to form what
van der Heijden identifies as a unique competitive advantage.
By mapping the means by which an independent developer like Albedo
Informatics derives and delivers customer value in a systemic structure, we
can readily identify the elements of the business that may be well (or poorly)
suited to the changing conditions suggested by each of the four scenarios I
have created. This is of particular value to a small corporation like Albedo,
which at this stage in its growth is primarily creating value through the
expectation amongst stakeholders of a future surplus.

With the strategies, competencies, and competitive advantages of the
organization contrasted against the different scenarios, the relative
uncertainty faced by Albedo in each of the four worlds can be estimated. If
the risk and uncertainty are high, the organization might be best served reexamining its strategies and tactics in order to remain relevant.
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Identifying Favourable Strategies
By pairing some of the strategies core to Albedo Informatics’ business idea
(as seen on the preceding page) with the worlds of the scenarios created for
this project, we can open up the process of making strategic
recommendations that fit with possible future industry profiles.

In Detail: The Long and Winding Road
This scenario is probably the
most compatible with Albedo
Informatics’ current set of
business strategies. In a world
where a sustainable (yet
competitive) diversity of
location-based platforms coexist in the marketplace,
drawing upon diverse design
patterns and use-cases, small
game developers are set up
to prosper.

STRATEGIES

SCENARIOS
Long and Winding Road

Partnerships with Government
Partnerships with Academia
Partnerships with Location-Based Services
Vigorous Intellectual Property Protection
Generative Product Differentiation
-> Favourable Fit
-> Uncertain Fit
-> Poor Fit

In this profitable and competitive marketplace, government programs will
presumably still have an interest in funding the development of innovative new
pieces of software with diverse value propositions. Additionally, a world like
The Long and Winding Road's provides fertile ground for additional
partnerships between private sector organizations like Albedo Informatics and
research institutions like OCADU. Of note in particular, this scenario suggests
the emergence of an increasingly tech-curious (if somewhat wary) aging
population, a demographic and user group of interest to more academic
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researchers in the fields of human-computer interaction and usability across
Ontario every year.
Partnerships with location-based services seem like an obviously desirable
strategy in this world - in order to ensure compliance with user expectations
of security and the careful stewardship of location data, game and locationbased product developers would need to partner with existing entities who
had already established certification and legitimacy in the industry.
Vigorous intellectual property protection also seems like a viable and
desirable strategy in this world - with a huge diversity of forms, use-cases, and
product categories emerging, opportunities to stake out ownership of unique
concepts, methods, and processes should remain relatively lucrative. Similarly,
continuing down a path of generative product differentiation (building new
products that meet underrepresented or unrecognized needs, rather than
those that improve performance of derivative innovations) seems favourable.

In Detail: A Short Leash
STRATEGIES

SCENARIOS
A Short Leash

Partnerships with Government
Partnerships with Academia
Partnerships with Location-Based Services
Vigorous Intellectual Property Protection
Generative Product Differentiation
-> Favourable Fit
-> Uncertain Fit
-> Poor Fit

This scenario, though
sharing the condition of riskaverse attitudes towards
location information with
The Long and Winding Road,
is probably the least
favourable to the strategies
of small independent game
development studios like
Albedo Informatics.

In a world where dominant
networks backed by large telecommunications entities like RIM have cornered
the market on location services, resulting in a slower-than-usual pace of
innovation, funding partnerships with governments are unlikely to be as
widespread. Government dollars may be more likely to trickle down to
independent developers through large research and development budgets
attached to the big corporations doing the heavy lifting, but this is uncertain.
It's possible that unique partnerships between small development and design
players like Albedo Informatics could emerge in this world, but nurturing
relationships with government funders would require radically different
strategies from those employed at present.
The same goes for partnerships with academic institutions - while it's possible
that these institutions would receive early access to technology in
development by large and dominant players in the location information
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management business, the terms of these relationships and the long-term
benefit to Albedo vis-a-vis its current distinctive competencies and
competitive advantages seems uncertain.
Vigorous intellectual property protection is likely to experience the greatest
challenge as a strategy in this world - the deep pockets of corporations like
RIM that are making a concerted effort to "own" the location information
space would be tough to compete with. Innovation in this space, once
established as the domain of relatively few large players, would also likely
trend towards improvements in product performance and basic functionality…
not the kind of landscape in which you want to be identifying expensive and
unforeseen user needs, and competing against the heavy hitters to try and
build successful products around them. That said, niche products addressing
unique user needs could still thrive in this world, and as a result I have marked
generative product differentiation as an uncertain strategy for viability, rather
than a distinctly unfavourable one.

In Detail: Who Is The Product Being Sold?
Partnerships with academic
SCENARIOS
STRATEGIES
institutions and government
Who Is The Product?
f u n d i n g p a r t n e r s a re a s
Partnerships with Government
uncertain here as they were in
Partnerships with Academia
the world of the preceding
Partnerships with Location-Based Services
scenario. While attitudes
Vigorous Intellectual Property Protection
towards location information
Generative Product Differentiation
are portrayed as less
-> Favourable Fit
restrained than in the two
-> Uncertain Fit
worlds inhabiting the right
-> Poor Fit
half of the 2x2 matrix,
industry domination by few
and highly privatized international players is likely to make Canadian
government funding and academic research access uncertain, or unlikely.
The one strategy that shines in this scenario of dominant players that didn't
gain traction in A Short Leash is around partnerships between independent
game and software product developers and large location-based services.
SUP™ is a network that any indie game maker would scramble to gain access
to - it enables connections across social networks, retail brands, and live
environments, and offers a significant leg-up to those who hook into it. There
would of course be concerns about green-lighting a strategy that could be an
Achilles Heel down the road due to alienated users (such as the scenario's
Ashna Patel), but in a world framed by the relatively carefree attitudes of
users of location-based services in gaming, social shopping, and wayfinding,
this might not be a serious concern.
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Strategies around generative product differentiation are still uncertain in this
scenario - when a big player has control over the majority of user marketshare
and the evolution of standards industry-wide, independent developers like
Albedo Informatics would have to be cautious about investing in the
development of exotic or untested new product ideas. Look no further than
the example of Apple's App Store to see how this can fall either way - some
products have broken boundaries and design patterns on the road to millions
of sales… others brought content or technology too controversial for the
quasi-monopolistic platform operator, and were rejected outright early on or
after countless hours of misdirected labour and innovation.

In Detail: Cops and Robbers
This
scenario
d
e
m
o
n
st
ra te s t h e
Cops and Robbers
best fit with the
Partnerships with Government
business ideas and
Partnerships with Academia
strategies employed
by independent
Partnerships with Location-Based Services
game developers like
Vigorous Intellectual Property Protection
Albedo Informatics.
Generative Product Differentiation
Public attitudes
towards location
-> Favourable Fit
information are
-> Uncertain Fit
flexible, and the
-> Poor Fit
c o m p e t i t i v e
landscape
is
populated by diverse design patterns, platforms, and product categories.
STRATEGIES

SCENARIOS

The only uncertain alignment between present strategy and future worldstate, however, is around intellectual property protection. What if there comes
a time in the acceleration of a world like the one in this scenario, where the
emergence of new forms and gameplay mechanics comes so fast and furious
that pursuing protection around today's intellectual property is no longer
insurance against tomorrow's innovations? While patents can protect you
against a certain type of competitive attack - namely one originating from an
equally-matched competitor in scale or focus - it is uncertain as to whether or
not the protection offered is as valuable when you're up against a disruptive
and open-source flood of innovation from the bottom up.
In the end, the vigorous pursuit of intellectual property in the world of Cops
and Robbers could result in an endless fight against agile competitors
dedicated to eroding your marketshare through the development of
generative product differentiations all their own, as well as innovations in
terms of product performance and usability.
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Strategies for Future Viability
After exploring the fit of Albedo Informatics’ current strategic business idea
with the worlds of the four scenarios I have created through this project, it
seems that the company is well prepared for certain futures, and more
vulnerable in the context of others.
The two scenarios exploring futures of diversity in terms of location service
platforms and forms seem to offer fruitful opportunities for profit, expansion,
and the ongoing exploration of new design practices alongside new product
forms. But what strategies that aren’t presently on the table might help the
company, and others like it, capitalize on the changes that could emerge out
of the expression and interaction of different trends tied to location based
information?

1. Integrate Open-Source Platforms
The scenarios with which Albedo Informatics may
have the most cumbersome fit are both built upon
the assumption that a small number of locative
platform developers have come to dominate the
industry nationally, and perhaps globally.
In order to maintain competitiveness and ability to
innovate in such a context, it seems crucial for Albedo
and other independent developers to invest in opensource solutions, protocols, and platforms wherever
possible. With a vibrant community of developers in Toronto, and equally
proficient communities springing up all over the world, it behooves Albedo
Informatics to pursue an agenda of open innovation, either in tandem with
strategies of pursuing intellectual property protection, or in lieu of them.
This strategy will provide benefit regardless of which expression of today’s
trends and drivers comes to pass in the time between now and 2017. The
utilization of open-source technologies, philosophies, and design practice
could keep an independent game developer afloat during a period of
corporate domination of the location-based service industry, as in scenarios 2
and 3, while leaving the doors open to collaborations with artists, designers,
and player networks in scenarios 1 and 4.
Furthermore, there is little disadvantage to adhering to an open-source
philosophy and code of operations when dealing with risk-averse or jaded
social attitudes towards location information - the more open, the merrier.
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2. Advocate for Diverse Location Service Ecologies

Diverse location-based service ecologies (in terms of form and number of
platforms) are associated with the scenarios in which Albedo’s current
business idea and strategy set most flourishes.
By supporting numerous platforms with the products and services it develops,
particularly through the use of a universal check-in API or location-service
aggregator, Albedo ensures a future of viability regardless of whether a small
number of platforms squeeze out the smaller players and dominate the
industry, or a stunning diversity of purpose-designed location-based services
find a way to co-exist.
By utilizing a “meta-API” like the one Gabe Sawhney is developing as an opensource proof of concept in tandem with the foresight research component of
this project, Albedo Informatics could continue to experiment with forms
while hedging (or avoiding) bets around the dominance of one location-based
service or social network over another.
These scenarios seem to indicate that the development of exotic, evolutionary,
and revolutionary user interfaces and product categories is tied to the
diversity of platforms available for partnership and development. Even if the
strategy attached to this learning is to reach out and partner with smaller
location-based information platforms for design charrettes, workshops, or
open development jams, it stands to reason that there will be benefit in it for
the company in the five year timeline I have explored.
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3. Pursue IP Protection... Cautiously

The vigorous protection of intellectual property through the patent system is
a strategy that doesn’t seem to hold water in half of the scenarios I have
crafted.
For a small-sized enterprise like Albedo Informatics to go up against giants
like Facebook or RIM in a future where exclusive players dominate the
location-based information and social networking landscape would be
suicide... begging the question of the advantages of pursuing IP protection
today on products not necessarily intended to scale globally.
In the two scenarios where intellectual property protection fared well, it was
within the confines of a highly competitive landscape featuring a diversity of
platform players and design patterns in software products. While building a
patent thicket in these worlds may be more favourable than in the others, the
real question on the table is about whether or not such an approach is as
valuable of a distinctive competency as has been suggested in the past.
What are the pros and cons of fighting off competitors that in another context
could have been like minds, resources for technical know-how, or even
collaborators? While vendettas against competitors might get you the upper
hand, in the long run these are costly and resource-intensive battles to fight. In
futures where the products and services associated with location information
are increasingly social, does it make sense to list enemy-making as a core
competency or competitive advantage, especially when so many amazing
breakthroughs in game development and software services seem to be
coming from the bottom-up, out of grassroots collaborations?
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